ib7cus
THE solution for back end data collection.
Components
Packaged within ibAcus are 3 coordinating components:
CServer, provided free of charge, resides on a laptop or
desktop computer and stores all the current and prior count
data.
iReporter, also free and freely distributable is a stand alone
report viewer that allows you or third parties to view and print
reports.
iCounter resides on each hand held device and allows for data
entry and wireless or batch uploading to CServer.

Accountability
You have the ability to store, report and track user counting
progress in near real time, ensuring your agents are
accountable. With built in independent auditing capabilities, you
also have the tools to be accountable to your customers or
auditors.

Hardware Independence
To support the objective of portability, our data model will allow
support on virtually any 32 bit architecture meeting our minimum
system requirements.

Versatility
CServer seamlessly integrates retail, barcode, and SKU,
maintaining data in its natural hierarchy (sites, locations,
sections and shelves) traceable to specific agents. Customers
have the ability to enter their own margins and print a variety of
customizable reports whenever they desire.

Import Scripts
iCountability adds seamless support of import scripting to
CServer. Customer data import logic can be embedded in
discrete file types. Utilizing open scripting languages like VB
or Java Scripts, your local scripting guru can create a new
import file type for a specific customer, adding to perhaps 100
other import file types from other customers. Field inventory
managers are freed from the complexity of multiple customer
import formats, saving valuable time on the job.

U Import Scripting
U CServer (open distribution)
U Stand alone reporting (open
distribution)
U Supports all forms of
counting
U Access your data when you
need to
U Wireless infrastructure
U Adaptable to meet your
needs
Contact:
Sales@iCountability.com

For more information on iCountability Corp. or to download a trial
version of ibAcus visit us at: www.icountability.com

